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Abstract 
We propose a new algorithm for unsupervised classification of functional data – indexed by the sites of a 
spatial lattice – that exploits spatial dependence by repeatedly generating random connectivity maps and 
by clustering, at each iteration, local representatives of neighbouring functional data. The algorithm 
supports different implementations – both with respect to the treatment of spatial dependence and to the 
employed clustering technique – consistent with different contexts arising in applications. The 
performance of the algorithm is tested on synthetic data. We then illustrate a case study where irradiance 
data are analyzed to investigate the exploitability of solar energy in different areas of the planet. 
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1. Introduction 
We deal with the problem of clustering spatially dependent functional data, where each curve of a finite 
data set is indexed by the sites of a spatial finite lattice S defining the region of interest for the analysis. 
The problem consists in associating to each site x ∈  S a label l ∈{1,...,K}, such that sites in sub-regions 
of S homogeneous with respect to the distribution generating the functional data are labeled the same. The 
cardinality K of the label set is given; the aim of the analysis is the reconstruction of the latent field of 
labels. 
We propose a new clustering algorithm that, given the number K of clusters, iteratively proceeds along 
four basic steps: (i) generation of a spatial Voronoi tessellation, (ii) identification of a representative for 
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each of the n elements of the tessellation, (iii) p-dimensional reduction and clustering of the 
representatives, and (iv) cluster matching. The fact that our data are functional affects the computational 
cost of standard procedures for the analysis of lattice data; hence the motivation for our method that 
implicitly performs a reduction both in the dimension of the sample and in the infinite dimension of 
functional data. For each site of the lattice S, the final output can be summarized in a classification map, 
and an evaluation of the quality of the final classification can also be given, via an entropy-based index. 
In Section 2 the scheme of the algorithm is detailed, while in Section 3 the performances of the algorithm 
are tested on synthetic data, and an illustration of results is given. Finally, Section 4 describes an 
application of the algorithm to irradiance data analysis. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the clustering algorithm for spatially dependent functional data. 














2. A clustering algorithm for spatially dependent functional data 
We propose an iterative algorithm whose four basic steps are summarized in the scheme in Fig.1. For 
m = 1,…M, a set of nuclei Φnm ={Z1m,…Znm} is randomly sampled among the sites in S, and a random 
Voronoi tessellation of the lattice S, {V(Zim|Φnm)}i=1n, is obtained by assigning each site x ∈  S to the 
nearest nucleus Zim according to a specified distance (e.g., Euclidean, geodesic, …). For i=1,...n,  the 
local representative gim(t), corresponding to the nucleus Zim of the i-th element V(Zim|Φnm) of the 
tessellation, is obtained; for instance, through a weighted mean of the functional data associated to the 
sites belonging to the Voronoi element (a Gaussian density with diagonal covariance matrix and centered 
in the nucleus Zim is a standard option for the weighting function). Other possible implementations of the 
algorithm identify the representative as the medoid, or estimate it through loess, of the curves 
corresponding to sites belonging to the tessellation element. Then, dimensional reduction of the n 
representatives  g1m(t),...gnm(t) is performed by projecting them on the space spanned by a proper p-
dimensional functional basis, thus generating the p-dimensional scores vectors {g1m,…gnm}, which are 
then clustered in K groups according to a suitable unsupervised method, depending on the application 
(e.g. K-means clustering, PAM, ...). 
Let Γ1m,…Γnm denote the labels of the local representatives; for i=1,...n, all sites x∈V(Zim|Φnm) get the 
label Γim. For l=1,…K indicate with Clm the set of x ∈  S whose label is equal to l. Finally, if m>1, the 
labels identifying the clusters C1m,… CKm are renamed by matching them with the cluster assignments 
C1m-1,… CKm-1 at the previous iteration; indeed the algorithm looks for the label permutation  {l1,…lK} in 
the set {1,…K} that minimizes the total sum of the off-diagonal frequencies in the contingency table 
describing the joint distribution of sites along the two classifications C1m-1,… CKm-1 and Cl1m,… ClKm. 
Other different procedures for cluster matching are conceivable. 
The final classification map of the lattice S is obtained by considering the frequency distribution of 
assignment of each site to each of the K clusters along the M iterations. In fact, for each site x ∈  S, we 
compute fxl = #{m∈{1,… M}: x∈Clm}/M, for l = 1,…K. A final assignment of site x to one of the K 
clusters can be obtained by selecting that corresponding to a mode of the distribution fx = (fx1,… fxK). 
Moreover, the final classification can be evaluated via a quality index based on entropy 
                                                                                                                                                                        
 
        which assumes minimum value 0 when the classification is neat, and maximum value log(K) 
when it is highly uncertain. For comparisons, the quantity K
xη  is commonly normalized by its maximum 
value; indeed, if K is not known, a comparison of the normalized entropy for different values of K is 
performed in order to choose the optimum value of K.                                                                                      
3. Simulation study on synthetic functional data 
We will now illustrate the results of a simulation study performed on synthetic functional data, in order 
to test the behavior of some of the possible specifications of our algorithm under different choices for the 
distribution generating functional data. The performances of the algorithm are evaluated by considering 
the misclassification error in the reconstruction of the latent field of labels, under different choices for n, 
controlling the dimension of the Voronoi tessellation. 
The considered region S is a two-dimensional square lattice of 100 × 100 sites and the latent field of 
labels is generated by a Ising Markov Random field Λ : S ї{-1,1}, where β = 3. Conditionally on the 
realization of the latent field, in each site of S we generate independently a random function belonging to 
a q-dimensional space, spanned by a Fourier basis; the distribution of the random function depends 
exclusively on the site label. For x ∈  S we thus obtain a sample of dependent functions 
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where q = 5, )(thϕ  is the hth element of the Fourier basis, and  qx Rc ∈  is the vector of basis 
coefficients, drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution; Σ = Iq, with Iq being the identity matrix in q 
dimensions. Considering the mean vectors μl of the basis coefficients, we have tested four cases: 
• Case 1. μ 
-1 = (1, 1.75, 1.75, 0, 0) and μ1 = (1, 1.75, 1.75, 0, 0.25); 
• Case 2. μ 
-1 = (1, 1.75, 1.75, 0, 0) and μ1 = (1, 1.75, 1.75, 0.5, 0.5); 
• Case 3. μ 
-1 = (1, 2, 2.25, 0, 0) and μ1 = (1, 1.5, 1.25, 0.75, 0.75); 
• Case 4. μ 
-1 = (1, 2, 2.75, 0, 0) and μ1 = (1, 1.5, 0.75, 1.25, 1.25). 
Note that the separation in the functional groups is increasing from Case 1 to Case 4: in Case 1, the 
mean functions in the sites associated to the two different labels are nearly coincident, while in Case 4 the 
two mean functions are quite different in a subinterval of the domain.  
 
Fig. 2. Results of functional simulation study: misclassification error of spatial clustering over different choices for n in the four 
simulated cases (top, left); a sample of randomly selected synthetic data, Case 3 (top, centre), and the sample of functional local 
representatives obtained in Case 3 using a Voronoi tessellation with n = 50 (top, right). In the bottom panels, one realization of the 
latent field of labels used in the simulation, Case 2 (left), the estimated field of labels obtained choosing n = 350 in the spatial 
clustering procedure (centre), and the estimated field of labels obtained via a non-spatial clustering procedure (right). 
For the present simulation study, we fix the following parameters controlling the algorithm: M = 50, K 
= 2 and n ∈ {1,5,10,25,50,100,150,200,250,300,350,500,700,10000}. The Voronoi tessellations are 
generated by means of the Euclidean distance, the n representatives are identified as weighted means with 
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principal components with p = 2; finally, clusterization of the representatives is obtained through K-
means on the basis coefficients, and basis matching is performed via iterative matching. The final 
classification map is obtained through a majority vote on cluster assignment, and the result is evaluated 
by computing a misclassification error rate with respect to the true realization of the field. The synthetic 
functional data sets are generated 5 times for each simulated case. 
An example of synthetic curves considered in the simulation study is shown in Fig. 2: in the top/centre 
panel is shown a sample of 50 randomly chosen curves generated in Case 3: we can distinguish curves 
with different shapes, but the two groups seem completely overlapped. In the top/right panel of the 
picture, instead, the sample of local representatives, obtained from the same data set setting n = 50, is 
shown: we notice the presence of a grouping structure, and an evident reduction in the variability 
associated to functional data. In the top/left panel of of Fig. 2 is shown the mean misclassification rate 
obtained on 5 repetition of the procedure for different values of n, for each of the four simulated cases: we 
notice that it does exist an optimal value of n that minimizes the misclassification error, and the optimal n 
is smaller when the functional distributions associated to different labels are more similar. Finally, in the 
bottom panels the true latent field of labels generated for one of the synthetic data sets in Case 2 (left), 
and its estimate obtained via spatial k-mean with n = 350 (centre) and via the classical non-spatial k-mean 
(right) are shown: we appreciate the pretty good estimate obtained with spatial clustering. 
4. A case study: clustering irradiance data 
We now illustrate an application of our classification algorithm to irradiance data, carried out to 
investigate exploitation of solar energy in different areas of the planet: in fact, power production via 
collectors that are able to track the sun diurnal course is strongly influenced by solar irradiance and 
atmospheric conditions (Richter et al. [1]). 
We try to identify areas of the planet which are optimal with respect to the positioning solar power 
collectors. Unusually cloudy conditions occurring over a number of consecutive days continually draw 
reserve power from batteries for solar systems not connected to an electrical power grid; storage devices 
must then be designed to withstand continuous below-average conditions in various regions of the globe. 
More precisely, we analyze the maximum solar radiation deficit below expected value incident on a 
horizontal surface over a consecutive-day period (kWh/m2), which is strictly related to the equivalent 
number of NO-SUN or BLACK days, and which is also increasing in the monthly average irradiance (see 
SSE [2] for details on these quantities and available datasets). We choose to analyze this parameter 
because it takes in consideration both climatological aspects (cloud cover, moisture content,…) and 
geographical ones (average sun light angle of incidence, intensity,…). 
For the present application, we set our spatial clustering parameters as follows: M = 100 and n = 300; a 
set of n nuclei for the Voronoi diagram is repeatedly drawn from a uniform distribution on the surface of 
a sphere of diameter equal to the earth, and the Voronoi tessellation is based on geodesic distance. A 
Gaussian isotropic kernel is then used to calculate local representatives, and we choose the first p = 3 
functional principal components to project data. Finally, we use hierarchical clustering with the L2 semi-
metric induced by the first three principal components and a Ward linkage, and we choose the optimal K 
through the evaluation of the classification map by means of entropy. 
The best classification according to spatial entropy evaluation (Fig. 3, bottom) is obtained for K = 5, 
and the final classification map for this choice of K is shown in the top panel of Fig. 3: the red cluster, 
which is characterized by a non-seasonal pattern, covers Africa, Middle-East and equatorial America and 
its location is not explained only in terms of latitude. From North to South we can then identify four 
clusters with seasonal patterns depending on the hemisphere and on the average maximum solar radiation 
deficit along the year: north-low (yellow), north-high (blue), south-high (violet), south-low (green). It is 
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interesting to note the absence of the north-high and south-high clusters in Europe and Africa; the absence 























Fig. 3. Results of spatial clustering on maximum solar radiation deficit data from the Surface meteorology and Solar Energy 
database: in the top panel, final classification map obtained by setting K = 5 via a majority vote on frequencies of assignment; in the 
bottom panel, normalized spatial entropy associated to the classification with K = 5. In the bottom panel, colors from red to white 
correspond to values from 0 to 1; higher values identify areas where classification is more uncertain. 
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